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  . . a uniquely American ethos---enthusiasm, inquisitiveness, stubbornness, determination, self-confidence, independence, and self-reliance. Why do so many Americans believe that their nation is the greatest on earth, that their individual lives are full of meaning and potential, and that they are the winners of the cosmic lottery? *America's Culture of Desire* sheds new light on the character and
conditions that have led so many Americans to conclude that they have it all and that they are the ultimate winners of the American Dream. Americans possess a radical faith in their nation and a highly developed sense of American exceptionalism. This book aims to explain why such beliefs are not new and not based on a newly discovered source of truth; rather, they stem from deep-seated needs that

have been present in the psyche of the West for at least two millennia. I have the argument down and need to share it with a broader audience. This book is about helping America work on its own greatness rather than wondering about its decline. I am more concerned with the present than the past, and I will make no attempt to explain the present to a reader who has never lived through the present.
The book is written for the millennial Generation that is living in the United States, for the Baby Boomers that are about to retire and form the demographics of the next generation, and for the generations that will follow them. This book will appeal to all readers, for no single generation is ever united on anything. I would like to bring the most penetrating mind of the Generation X to bear on the
questions I address. In other words, I would like my reader to be a Gen Xer who has made his or her life in America and who is concerned with the health and longevity of the United States. Americans will do well to examine this book and try to answer the questions posed in it. I am concerned with both the meanings of American exceptionalism and American identity. When did Americans first
become conscious of the United States as a unique nation? To answer this question, we need to look at the broad sweep of the literature on both issues. Let us start with the most popular literature. Each of the following figures played a crucial role in the birth of the United States: ʻAmmen, William H., ʻAtkin, Simon, Brill, Allan, and Brill, David. (2005). Who are we?: The common heritage of the

commonwealth of America. Boston: Northeastern University Press 82157476af
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